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Abstract 

The critical-state response of granular assemblies composed of elastic spheres under generalised 

three-dimensional loading conditions was investigated using the discrete element method (DEM). 

Simulations were performed with a simplified Hertz-Mindlin contact model using a modified version 

of the LAMMPS code. Initially isotropic samples were subjected to three-dimensional stress paths 

controlled by the intermediate stress ratio, b=[('2–'3)/('1-'3)]. Three types of simulation were 

performed: drained (with b-value specified), constant volume and constant mean effective stress. In 

contrast to previous DEM observations, the position of the critical state line is shown to depend on b. 

The data also show that, upon shearing, the dilatancy post-peak increases with increasing b, so that at 

a given mean effective stress, the void ratio at the critical state increases systematically with b. Four 

commonly-used three-dimensional failure criteria are shown to give a better match to the simulation 

data at the critical state than at the peak state. While the void ratio at critical state is shown to vary 

with b, the coordination number showed no dependency on b. The variation in critical state void ratios 

at the same p’ value is apparently related to the directional fabric anisotropy which is clearly sensitive 

to b. 

 

Keywords: Discrete element method; Critical state; Intermediate stress ratio; Buckling; Failure 

criteria 

  



 

1. Introduction 

The behaviour of granular materials (including soil) is state-dependent, i.e., dependent on the initial 

packing density, the stress state and the loading path. Consequently, prediction of soil response is not 

easy. The critical state soil mechanics framework (CSSM) to describe soil behaviour has been under 

development since the early research by Roscoe, Schofield and Wroth in the 1950s and 1960s [1-2]. A 

key concept of CSSM is that continuous shear deformation occurs at large strain levels without a 

change in either volume or stress state, i.e., a critical state exists. A number of constitutive models 

have been developed using CSSM, e.g., [3-4]. Early experimental investigations of CSSM used 

standard triaxial tests by applying a radial confining pressure to cylindrical samples. However, this 

kind of axisymmetric stress condition is rarely encountered in reality. A more generalised three-

dimensional stress state with differing values of the intermediate and minor principal stresses can be 

attained in a true triaxial apparatus [5-6]. The loading path in a true triaxial apparatus is controlled by 

the dimensionless intermediate stress ratio, b = ('2 – '3)/('1 – '3), where '1 , '2 and '3 are the 

major, intermediate, and minor principal stresses respectively. Standard triaxial compression 

corresponds to b = 0.0 when '2 = '3, while triaxial extension is equivalent to b = 1.0 when '1 = '2.  

 

Although a considerable number of experimental studies on the critical-state behaviour of soils have 

been conducted, conflicting findings regarding some key issues have not yet been reconciled. For 

instance, the critical state line (CSL) of sands in the void ratio (e) against mean effective stress (p' = 

('1 + '2 + '3)/3) space has been shown to be unique in many laboratory tests, e.g., [7-8]. However, 

Mooney et al. [9] reported that it is dependent on the initial soil state and both Finno et al. and 

Wanatowski and Chu reported a dependency on the loading conditions [10-11]. Vaid and Thomas [12] 

and Carrera et al. [13] observed that soils show a more contractive behaviour in triaxial extension tests 

than in triaxial compression tests. These disparities may possibly be attributed to the difference in the 

loading direction relative to the deposition direction, i.e., inherent anisotropy, inhomogeneous 

deformation and localisation during sustained extension loading, e.g., necking [13]. Conflicting 

observations regarding the effects of b have also been reported. For example, the angle of shearing 

resistance ' = sin
-1

(('1 – '3)/('1 + '3)) has been reported to firstly increase from triaxial 

compression (b = 0.0) until a certain b value is attained and decrease thereafter (e.g., Sun et al. [14]) 

or remain unchanged (e.g., Shapiro and Yamamuro [15]). Factors that may contribute to the lack of 

agreement amongst these observations include the difference in initial fabric due to different sample 

preparation methods, different boundary conditions, etc.  

 

The discrete element method (DEM) provides an idealised experimental environment where the 

loading conditions and simulation parameters can be precisely controlled. DEM has been employed to 



study the critical-state behaviour of granular materials using both 2D disk systems (e.g., Maeda et al., 

[16]) and 3D sphere systems [17-19]. Although most prior DEM studies have shown that the CSL is 

unique and is independent of the initial states and loading conditions, the locus of CSL has also been 

reported to depend on initial density and the loading paths, as shown for example by Zhao and Evans 

[20] who compared conventional triaxial, plane strain and direct shear tests using DEM. There are 

prior studies that have investigated the effects of b [21–24] on the load-deformation response. 

However, these studies have focused only on small strain levels and peak states, and the effects of b 

on the critical-state response have seldom been discussed. Zhao and Guo [25] proposed that the 

critical states in e-log(p') space collapse to a unique power-law relationship which is independent of b. 

However, there is some scatter in their data, especially in the low stress region (loose state).  Li [26] 

reported that the CSL in e-log(p') space obtained in triaxial extension simulations is clearly located 

above that obtained in triaxial compression.  

 

The disparity amongst these prior observations has motivated a rigorous investigation of the 

uniqueness of the CSL using DEM. Following a description of the simulation approach, the stress 

states and void ratios at the critical state for 68 simulations are presented to show the dependence of 

the critical state on b. The ability of the four most commonly-used failure criteria to describe the peak 

and critical state is considered. The fabric tensor and coordination number data are then used to 

provide a fundamental explanation for the observed overall responses.  

 

2. DEM simulations  

The majority of the simulations (59) were performed using a modified version of the open-source, 

MPI-parallelised LAMMPS code [27]. Stress-control algorithms for cuboidal periodically-bounded 

samples were introduced into the base code to enable true triaxial simulations with a fixed b and 

constant '3, constant volume and constant p’ simulations. Following the approach of Barreto [28], the 

code was validated using the analytical solutions for the peak strength of a face-centred cubic sample 

composed of uniform rigid spheres proposed by Thornton [29]. The periodic cell simulations are 

denoted as “PB” in the subsequent text. An additional nine simulations on samples enclosed by 

cylindrical rigid walls were run in the PFC3D software [30] to independently confirm the 

observations from the PB samples. These samples are denoted as “RW”.  

 

The particle size distribution (PSD) used in this study is representative of Toyoura sand. The close 

match of the PB and RW models to the laboratory grading obtained by sieve analysis is evident from 

Figure 1. A simplified Hertz-Mindlin contact model was adopted with a particle shear modulus (G) of 

29 GPa and Poisson’s ratio () of 0.12 [31]. Gravity is not considered. The PB samples were 

generated by isotropically compressing a non-contacting cloud of 20,164 particles randomly placed 



within a periodic cell to a target combination of void ratio and stress state. To generate the RW 

samples, a non-contacting cloud of 16,073 particles were randomly positioned at half of their target 

sizes within a cylindrical domain. The particles were then uniformly expanded to their final sizes and 

cycled to equilibrium. A servo-control mechanism was used to adjust the positions of the frictionless 

rigid boundaries continuously until a stable isotropic stress state was attained. Different inter-particle 

friction coefficients () were used during this procedure to generate samples with different initial void 

ratios under a specified confining pressure. All values were changed to 0.25 prior to shearing, 

recognising that Huang et al. [32] have shown that if a  value of 0.5 or higher is used, the resultant 

critical state line indicates an increase in void ratio with increasing p’ at low stress levels.  This 

response qualitatively differs from experimental data and is a consequence of the excessive rolling 

that can occur when a high value of  is used with spherical particles in DEM simulations. 

 

3 Overall material response 

Three types of simulation were carried out: drained shearing, constant volume and constant p’. Prior 

to discussing the critical-state responses, it is useful to consider the typical observed responses of the 

samples during shearing for each test type. 

 

A. Drained shearing  

 

The drained simulations considered different b values (b = 0.0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0) and 

'3 was maintained constant during each test. A plane-strain simulation was also carried out for each 

initial state considered. The five initial states were: (i) ’ = 100 kPa, e0 = 0.533, (ii) '3,0 = 500 kPa, 

e0 = 0.646, (iii) ’ = 1000 kPa, e0 = 0.627, (iv) ’ = 2000 kPa, e0 = 0.625, and (v) ’ = 5000 

kPa, e0 = 0.612. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the typical responses observed by considering the 

simulations with initial state (ii) (i.e., ’ = 500 kPa, e0 = 0.646).  

 

In Figure 2(a), the equivalent deviatoric stress is defined as 𝑞𝑒𝑞𝑣 = √3 ∙ 𝐽2, where J2 is the second 

invariant of the stress deviatoric tensor 𝑠′𝑖𝑗 =  𝜎′𝑖𝑗 − 𝑝′ ∙ 𝛿𝑖𝑗 (ij is the Kronecker parameter) [23, 25]. 

Using this definition, qeqv becomes equivalent to the traditional definition of the deviatoric stress q (q 

= '1 – '3) in soil mechanics for triaxial compression (b = 0.0) and triaxial extension (b = 1.0). The 

data in Figure 2(a) indicate that the mobilized stress ratios (qeqv/p’) were initially independent of b. 

The responses started to diverge at about 2% axial strain; beyond this point there was a clear 

dependence on b, with both the peak and critical-state stress ratios decreasing with increasing b. It is 

useful to examine the individual principal stress components to understand how they contribute to this 

variation. Referring to Figure 2(b), the peak and critical-state values of '1 increased with increasing b 



until b≈0.5 and subsequently decreased as b increased. The peak and critical-state values of ’1 under 

triaxial extension conditions (b = 1.0) were slightly higher than those under triaxial compression 

conditions (b = 0.0). As would be expected both the peak and critical state values of '2 increased 

consistently with increasing b thus explaining the different shapes of the responses illustrated in 

Figure 2(a). 

  

As shown in Figure 3(a), the observed intermediate principal strain (2) becomes progressively more 

compressive as b increases. When b is smaller than 0.3, the response is extensive following a slight 

initial compression; however it becomes compressive throughout shearing when b exceeds 0.4. All the 

simulations show an extensive response along the '3 direction as shown in Figure 3(b), and the 

magnitude of 3 increases with b. The evolution of volumetric strain (v) is illustrated in Figure 3(c). 

All the samples initially contract; this is followed by a period of dilation until an approximately 

constant volumetric strain is reached at the critical state. The axial strain at which the contraction-

dilation phase transformation occurs decreases with increasing b. At small strain levels the volumetric 

strain is more contractive with increasing b but the volumetric strain at the critical state decreases with 

increasing b. The stress-dilatancy relationship is illustrated in Figure 3(d). The deviatoric strain is 

defined as 휀𝑞 = √2𝑑𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑑𝑒𝑖𝑗/3, where 𝑒𝑖𝑗 = 휀𝑖𝑗 − 휀𝑣𝛿𝑖𝑗/3 is the deviatoric strain tensor. Note that the 

total strain components were used instead of the plastic strain components as the contribution of the 

elastic components is negligible at large strain levels. For clarity, the elastic stage (εa < 0.5%) was 

omitted from the data presented in Figure 3(d). For a given stress ratio, the dilatancy (-dεv/dεq) 

increases with increasing b value. As was previously observed from the stress data, the strain response 

for the plane strain simulation lies between b = 0.3 and b = 0.4.  

 

Under true triaxial loading conditions, the stress paths are related to a constant Lode angle (𝜃 =

tan−1(√3(𝜎2
′ − 𝜎3

′)/(2𝜎1
′ − 𝜎2

′ − 𝜎3
′  ))), which defines the angle between the projection of the stress 

vector (𝜎1
′ , 𝜎2

′ , 𝜎3
′) and the projection of the 𝜎1

′ direction in the π plane. Similarly, the direction of the 

strain increment vector (𝑑휀1, 𝑑휀2, 𝑑휀3) in the π plane in terms of dε1, dε2 and dε3 can be calculated 

as 𝜃𝑑𝜀 = tan−1(√3(𝑑휀2 − 𝑑휀3)/(2𝑑휀1 − 𝑑휀2 − 𝑑휀3 ))). As shown in Figure 4(a), 𝜃𝑑𝜀increases with 

increasing b and, for b values exceeding 0, 𝜃𝑑𝜀 tends to approach the triaxial extension condition 

(𝜃𝑑𝜀 ≈ 60°) with increasing axial strain. When b = 0, 𝜃𝑑𝜀  remains close to 0 for the duration of 

shearing. Figure 4(b) shows the deviation between the direction of the stress vector and the direction 

of the strain increment vector in the π plane (𝜃 − 𝜃𝑑𝜀); this deviation is a measure of the coaxiality of 

the material response. 𝜃 and 𝜃𝑑𝜀 are initially equal but start to differ once shearing starts. The extent 

of the deviation varies with b value. At any given axial strain level a (>0),  𝜃 − 𝜃𝑑𝜀 increases from 

around 0 at b = 0 to attain a maximum at b = 0.3; when b>0.3, 𝜃 − 𝜃𝑑𝜀  decreases with increasing b to 



attain a value of  0 at b = 1.0. Coaxiality in the π plane occurs only under triaxial compression (b = 0.0) 

and triaxial extension (b = 1.0) loading conditions.  

 

B: Constant-volume simulations  

Constant-volume triaxial compression (b = 0.0) and constant-volume triaxial extension (b = 1.0) 

simulations were performed on samples with the same initial state. The sample volume was 

maintained constant by continuously adjusting the positions of the lateral boundaries of the periodic 

cell. Figure 5 presents the stress-strain response of two constant volume simulations with the same 

initial state (’ = 5000 kPa and e0 = 0.625): one compressive (a > 0) and the other extensive (a < 

0). For a straightforward comparison, the magnitude of the axial strain, |a|, is considered in Figure 

5(a).  

 

Figure 5(a) shows that both samples exhibited the typical four-stage behaviour expected for loose to 

medium dense sand under undrained loading conditions (i.e., instability state, quasi-steady state, 

phase transformation and critical state). In both cases the instability state was attained at about 0.5% 

axial strain and the subsequent quasi-steady state (when q decreased to a small value) was maintained 

for about 6% strain in triaxial compression and 4% strain in triaxial extension. The slope of the flow 

liquefaction line (the dashed line in Figure 5(b)) which connects the origin and the instability state in 

q-p’ space [33] indicates the susceptibility to liquefaction. The sample loaded in triaxial extension has 

a smaller slope (and a lower resistance to liquefaction) than the sample sheared in triaxial 

compression, which is in line with experimental observations of Vaid et al.[34]. However, the critical-

state strength of samples is higher in triaxial extension than in triaxial compression as shown in Figure 

5. In this sense, these DEM results do not agree with the experimental data of Vaid et al. [34] and 

Carrera et al. [13]. In both of these studies, experimental limitations restricted accurate measurement 

of the critical state characteristics and the authors interpreted their available data to indicate a higher 

strength in compression. The reliability of these experimental observations is compromised as the 

strength and deformation at large strain levels in extension are governed by localisation, i.e., necking, 

which makes it impossible to identify an accurate critical state in experiments, as noted by Carrera et 

al. [13]. It is worth noting that Li [26] also observed a higher strength in extension, in comparison to 

compression based on her constant-volume DEM simulation data. 

 

C: Constant-p’ simulations 

Figure 6 compares the stress-strain responses of three samples with the same initial state (’ = 20 

MPa and e0 = 0.594) but sheared under constant-p’ vertical triaxial compression (VC), vertical triaxial 

extension (VE) and horizontal triaxial extension (HE) conditions. The stress ratio of the sample 

subjected to triaxial compression is higher than that under triaxial extension which is in agreement 



with the observation for the drained constant-'3 simulations. Figure 6(b) shows that the volumetric 

strain in VC is slightly contractive at the critical state whereas the volumetric strain of VE is dilative, 

i.e., samples are more dilative in extension than in compression at the critical state. Despite deviating 

slightly from the VE simulation during shearing, the volumetric response of the HE simulation 

converges to that of the VE simulation at critical state. The samples are isotropic and so the small 

differences observed between the HE and VE samples are a consequence of the finite sample size. 

 

Critical state characteristics 

The observed responses at the critical state for all of these simulations are plotted in Figure 7. Data for 

the PFC3D simulations of triaxial compression (RW-C) and triaxial extension (RW-E) are included in 

Figure 7. Calculations of void ratio (e) and stress state for the RW-C and RW-E simulations 

considered only the homogeneous interior regions, i.e., particles which are at least two times the mean 

particle size (D50) away from the rigid boundaries [35]. As well as simply plotting the CSL directly in 

e-log (p’) space (as in Figure 7(a)) a linear relationship can be used as suggested by Li and Wang [36]:  

𝑒𝑐𝑠 = 𝛤 − 𝜆 (
𝑝′

𝑝𝑎
)

𝛼

                                                    (Eq. 1) 

where ecs is the void ratio at critical state,  is the slope of the CSL, pa is the atmospheric pressure 

(taken here to be 101.325 kPa),  is a material constant depending on the type of sand (taken here to 

be 0.7 which is the normal value for Toyoura sand [36]) and  is the intercept of the CSL. This linear 

relationship for the data is presented in Figure 7(b), noting that only data at low stress levels (p’/pa ≤ 

25) are presented for clarity. There were some fluctuations in the stress-strain responses and so the 

data presented in Figures 7(a) and 7(b) are taken as the mean values of e and p’ over the last 5% to 10% 

of axial strain.  

 

Referring to Figures 7(a) and 7(b), the data for all the triaxial compression simulations (b = 0.0) 

collapse to the same CSL regardless of the loading conditions. The data for triaxial extension 

simulations (b = 1.0) also collapse to a single CSL that differs from the triaxial compression CSL.  

For intermediate b values (0<b<1), CSLs show an obvious dependency on b; they move upwards in e-

log(p’) space as b increases, with the compression and extension CSLs acting as lower and upper 

bounds on the full data set.  This observation is in line with the dependency of the dilatancy on b, as 

noted in Figure 3(d). As p’ increases, the difference between different b cases becomes less notable in 

e-log(p’) space (Figure 7(a)). The RW simulation data for triaxial compression and extension agree 

with the PB simulations, showing that the findings are not a function of the DEM code and boundary 

conditions adopted.  On initial examination it appears that these data contradict the findings of Zhao 

and Guo [25] who proposed that a single line could describe the locus of points at the critical-state in 

e-log(p’) space, independent of b. However close examination of Zhao and Guo’s data reveals that the 

results for b=0.0 and b=1.0 do act as upper and lower bounds respectively to their critical state data in 



e-log(p’) space; however the variation in e with b at a given p’ value is less marked than in the current 

dataset. The difference in sensitivity to b may arise either because Zhao and Guo used an interparticle 

friction value of 0.5 or because of their lower values of contact stiffness (their linear normal and 

tangential stiffnesses ranged from 2 × 104 𝑁/𝑚 to 6 × 104 𝑁/𝑚). Note that although the equivalent 

contact stiffnesses evolve in our simulations, they reached almost constant values at critical state 

which are between 10
5
 and 10

6
 N/m.  The higher value of coefficient of friction yields a stronger and 

more stable force network while the lower stiffness results in higher coordination number [37]. These 

two factors may contribute to the lower sensitivity of the critical state e to b observed in the study of 

Zhao and Guo. 

 

Figure 7(c) shows the variation of  and Eq. 1with b. The intercept  increases consistently with 

increasing b in an almost linear manner. There is also apparently a correlation between  and b:  

initially decreases and then increases with increasing b. Data from the plane strain simulations are 

also included in Figure 7(c) and are found to match the general trend of true triaxial simulation results. 

Figure 7(d) shows the critical-state stresses in qeqv-p’ space and it is clear that the loci of the stress 

states for each b value follow a unique linear relationship. The slopes of these linear plots decrease 

consistently as b increases. Again, the RW data agree with the PB data.  

 

4 Evaluation of failure criteria 

It is useful to compare the DEM sample response at the critical state with established three-

dimensional empirical failure criteria that were developed using experimental data for real soils. The 

four criteria considered are as follows: 

 

Ogawa model [38]: 
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Satake model [39]: 
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Lade model [40]: 
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Matsuoka-Nakai model [41]: 
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An overview of these four criteria can be found in [21].  

 

Figure 8(a) compares the variation of the angle of shearing resistance at peak state (’peak) for 

simulations with ’3 = 500 kPa and e0 = 0.646, while Figure 8(c) shows the variation of the critical-

state angle of shearing resistance (’cs) with b for all the constant-’3, true triaxial simulations. The 

’peak and ’cs values predicted by the four failure criteria are also given on Figures 8(a) and 8(c). The 

’peak values depend on ’3,0 and e0 so only one representative set of data is presented. Thus for ’peak , 

the parameters for each failure criterion were obtained from least-squares regression using the true 

triaxial simulation data with ’3 = 500 kPa and e0 = 0.646. For ’cs the failure criteria parameters were 

obtained using all the 35 constant-’3, true triaxial simulations. Both ’peak and ’cs initially increase 

with increasing b and reach maximum values at b = 0.5. When b > 0.5, both ’peak and ’cs decrease 

with increasing b. According to the DEM data, ’peak at b = 1.0 is slightly higher than ’peak at b = 0.0, 

and the same observation is true for ’cs.  

 

Figures 8(b) and 8(d) directly compare the measured ’peak and ’cs values with those obtained using 

the failure criteria. All four failure criteria approximate the DEM data quite well. For both ’peak and 

’cs, the Ogawa model gives the best fit. Both the Satake and the Matsuoka models give almost 

identical predictions that do not match the DEM data as closely as the Ogawa and Lade models. Both 

the Lade and Ogawa models capture the observed higher strength for triaxial extension (b = 1.0) in 

comparison with triaxial compression (b = 0.0), while the Satake and Matsuoka models predict the 

same strength under triaxial compression and extension. Similar observations have been reported by 

Ng [21] who considered only ’peak and who reported a higher peak strength in extension than in 

compression as well. Comparing Figures 8(b) and 8(d), it is worth noting that all the failure criteria fit 

the DEM data better for ’cs than for ’peak ; the predicted values and most of the DEM data for ’cs 

differ by less than 2% for all failure criteria, while for some simulations the differences are as large as 

5% for ’peak. This may be because the angle of shearing resistance at peak strongly depends on the 

initial state and thus is more variable while the angle of shearing resistance at critical state is almost 

unaffected by the initial state. 

 

In summary, the critical-state response of granular materials is not unique but depends on the 

intermediate stress ratio b in both e-log(p’) and qeqv-p’ space. The sample becomes more dilative post-

peak as b increases. Moreover, for initially isotropic samples, both the peak and critical-state strengths 

are higher in extension than in compression in terms of angle of shearing resistance. The DEM data 

allow further exploration of these observations via quantitative analysis of the material fabric. 

 



5 Particle-scale response 

The coordination number (𝑍 = 2 ∙ 𝑁𝑐/𝑁𝑝) is the average number of contacts per particle (Nc and Np 

are the number of contacts and particles within the sample, respectively). The mechanical 

coordination number (𝑍𝑚 = (2 ∙ 𝑁𝑐 − 𝑁1)/(𝑁𝑝 − 𝑁0 − 𝑁1) [24] considers only particles contributing 

to force transmission, where N0 and N1 are the respective numbers of particles with zero or one 

contact. The evolution of Z during drained shearing (’3=500 kPa, e0 = 0.646) for different b cases is 

shown in Figure 9(a). For all the simulations, Z initially increases and then decreases with increasing 

a;  this qualitatively mirrors the volumetric strain response (Figure 3(c)). However, while vol varies 

with systematically with b at a given a value, Z is independent of b.  Figure 9(b) illustrates the 

relationship between both Z and p’ and Zm and p’ at the critical state for the full dataset. The dashed 

and solid lines are the best-fit power-law regressions to Z and Zm, respectively. In contrast to the data 

relating e and p’ (Figures 7(a) and 7(b)) the CSLs in Z-log(p’) and Zm-log(p’) space are both 

independent of b. Both Z and Zm increase with increasing p’, reflecting the decrease in e (Figures 7(a) 

and 7(b)). As p’ increases, the number of rattlers (particles with fewer than two contacts) decreases, 

and so the difference between Z and Zm also decreases. There are obviously power-law relationships 

between Z and ecs and Zm and ecs; the data presented in Figure 9(c) indicate that these relationships are 

nonlinear and depend on b. The dependency on b is more obvious at higher e values or lower Z values, 

where it is apparent that for the same ecs, Z and Zm both increase with increasing b. The triaxial 

compression and extension cases act as lower and upper bounds, respectively, on the data. 

 

The structural anisotropy is usually quantified by the fabric tensor [42]: 

𝑖𝑗 =
1

𝑁𝑐
∑ 𝑛𝑖

𝑘𝑛𝑗
𝑘𝑁𝑐

𝑘=1                                                                 (Eq. 6) 

where 𝑛𝑖
𝑘 denotes the unit contact normal. As observed in previous studies [25], the fabric tensor is 

effectively coaxial with the stress tensor. The principal values of the fabric tensor (1, 2 and 3) 

then quantify the extent to which contacts cluster in the principal stress directions. Considering the 

drained simulations with ’ = 500 kPa and e0 = 0.646, the evolution of 1, 2 and 3 is presented 

in Figures 10. As shown in Figure 10(a), the degree of clustering in the '1 direction increases with 

axial strain for all b cases and then decreases slightly after the peak to attain a constant value at large 

strain levels. This means that upon shearing, particles tend to align along the major principal stress 

direction to sustain axial loading. The degree of clustering along the '1 direction decreases with 

increasing b. Referring to Figure 10(b), for simulations with b below the plane strain condition (i.e., 

when b < 0.35), the degree of clustering in the '2 direction decreases with axial strain while the 

opposite is true when b > 0.35. This correlates well with the changes of 2 in Figure 3(a) which shows 

an extensive response when b is lower than the plane strain condition. A comparison of Figures 10(a) 

and 10(b) indicates that the difference between 1  and 2  becomes smaller with increasing b, 



suggesting that the role of contacts in the '2 direction shifts from one of offering lateral support to 

becoming significant force transmitting elements. For all the simulations, the degree of clustering 

along the ' direction decreases with increasing axial strain and 3 decreases with increasing b, i.e., 

contact loss occurring along the ' direction increases with increasing b. This agrees with Figure 3(b) 

which shows that 3 is extensive for all b values and the extensive strain increases as b increases.  This 

difference in the stress-deformation response along the minor and intermediate stress directions 

indicates the directional contact rearrangement during shearing, i.e., contacts tend to be lost in the 

minor principal stress direction which is extensive but contacts tend to be formed in the intermediate 

principal stress direction which changes from extensive to compressive with the increasing b values. 

 

As b increases beyond the plane strain condition, the contact network becomes aligned along the 

major and intermediate stress directions. The contact intensity at the critical state can be appreciated 

by reference to the stereo projections in Figure 11. Figure 11(a) explains how the stereo plots are 

created, while Figures 11(b)-(f) are stereo plots of the contact density distributions at the critical states 

for various b values, for the simulations with ’ = 500 kPa, e0 = 0.646. Figure 11(b) indicates a 

clear clustering of contacts along the '1 direction at the critical state when b = 0.0, and  Figures 11(c) 

– (e) illustrate a gradual transition to the scenario evident in Figure 11(f) which indicates a clustering 

in '1-'2 plane. Following the ideas of Barreto and O’Sullivan [22] and O’Sullivan et al. [43] among 

others, failure is associated with buckling of the strong force chains. When buckling occurs there is a 

displacement of the strong force chains orthogonal to the strong force chain axes.  As argued by 

Barreto and O’Sullivan, resistance to buckling is provided by friction at the contacts and the weak 

force network which is orthogonal to the strong force network.  The intensity of the weak force 

network is described by the minor principal fabric, 3.  When b = 0, the weak force network is axi-

symmetric and there is a limited kinematic constraint such that the initial displacement associated 

with the buckling failure can have any direction in the 2-3 plane. As b increases, '2 increases with 

b for a given '3 and the support provided by weak force network in the', 2 direction increases. 

This imposes an increasingly strong kinematic constraint on the initial buckling displacement so that 

it becomes restricted to be oriented in the ’3, 3 direction. For b values exceeding the plane strain 

case, the buckling strong force chains are oriented to be coplanar with the '1-'2 axes, with '3 acting 

as orthogonal confinement. This is illustrated by the fact that 2> 3 and the development of a clear 

band structure in the stereographs (Figures 11(d) to 11(f)). The alignment of the force network in this 

way means that an analogy can be drawn with a flat plate axially loaded in two orthogonal directions, 

as schematically illustrated in Figure 12. In that case, elastic buckling theory relates the buckling 

stress in the '1 direction to '2 as '1= -C1'2 + C2, where C1 and C2 are positive constants that 

depend on the plate geometry and material properties (Bulson [44]). This analogy thus provides a 

plausible explanation as to why '1 reduces with b when b exceeds 0.5. 



 

Correlations between the fabric tensor and the overall stress-deformation response may provide useful 

information to the development of constitutive models that account for evolution of the micro-

structure.  Here the deviatoric fabric is taken as  𝑑[= √3 ∙ 𝐽2
𝐹] where 𝐽2

𝐹 is the second invariant of the 

fabric deviatoric tensor 𝐹𝑖𝑗 =  𝑖𝑗 − 1/3 ∙ 𝛿𝑖𝑗 (ij is the Kronecker parameter). This definition of 𝑑 

is 2/15 of the Fc parameter defined by Zhao and Guo [25].  Zhao and Guo proposed a power-law 

correlation between deviator fabric and the normalised mean effective stress p’/pa. When the approach 

of Zhao and Guo was considered for this dataset a better correlation was obtained when an offset term 

ε was introduced:  

𝑑 = 𝑚𝐹 (
𝑝′

𝑝𝑎
)

𝜁
+ 휀                                                 (Eq. 7) 

The efficacy of this correlation is illustrated in Figure 13 and  while the triaxial compression and 

extension data clearly bound the dataset, a simple correlation between the locus of critical states in 

Φd-p’/pa and b was not evident for 0.0< b <1.0 when the data is viewed from this perspective. The 

critical-state Φd increases with increasing b, i.e. anisotropy increases with b.  

 

To explore the relationship between ecs and b, a semi-log plot of the variation in dilatancy with 𝑑 is 

illustrated in Figure 14 for three representative sets of drained true triaxial simulations (i.e., loose 

(’= 500 kPa, e0 = 0.646), medium (’ = 1000 kPa, e0 = 0.627) and dense (’= 100 kPa, e0 = 

0.533)). Data below 0.5% axial strain were taken to be purely elastic and ignored. Both the dilatancy 

and the deviatoric fabric are higher for the dense samples than for the loose samples. For each case 

considered, the dilatancy increased with increasing deviatoric fabric and the variation was 

independent of b at larger strains.  Considering Figures 13 and 14 together, a higher b gives a 

higher 𝑑 ; dilatancy increases with  𝑑 and this may explain the increase in ecs with b.  

 

An additional particle-scale explanation for the dependence of ecs on b can be found by reference to 

Figure 15.  Figures 15 (a), (b) and (c) illustrate the spatial distribution of the branch vectors projected 

in x(σ’3)-y(σ’2), x(σ’3)-z(σ’1) and y(σ’2)-z(σ’1) planes respectively at the critical state.  The branch 

vectors are the vectors joining the centroids of contacting particles. Three loading conditions are 

presented (i.e., b = 0.0, plane strain and b = 1.0) for the series of drained simulations with ’ = 500 

kPa and e0 = 0.646. An angular increment of 10° is used. The radial length of each bin indicates the 

number of branch vectors oriented within the angles defining the bin. The colour of each bin is 

proportional to the mean branch vector length (Lbr) for that bin. The data presented in Figure 15 

indicate that  the longer branch vectors tend to align towards the higher principal stress directions (i.e. 

σ’2 and σ’1). For example, in the plane-strain case, the branch vectors orientated in the σ’1 direction 

are on average the longest, the branch vectors in the σ’3 direction are on average the shortest and the 



average branch vectors in the σ’2 direction are intermediate between the maximum and minimum 

values. When b=0 these longer branch vectors form only in the σ’1 direction, while when b=1 these 

longer branch vectors form in both the σ’1 and σ’2 directions. Thus there is a systematic self-

organization of the topology of the contact force network that manifests as a dependency of ecs upon b 

at the macro-scale. 

 

6 Discussion and conclusions  

The influence of the intermediate principal stress ratio, b, on the critical state characteristics of 

cohesionless soil was explored using DEM simulations of four test types: constant-b drained, 

constant-volume, constant-p’ and plane strain loading conditions. While most of the simulations were 

carried out using a periodic cell and the LAMMPS code, selected simulations were completed using 

PFC3D and rigid boundaries to demonstrate the lack of dependence on either code or boundary 

conditions. The constraints imposed by the narrow range of attainable void ratios in DEM simulations 

using spheres were overcome by performing contrasting simulations under three types of loading 

condition. 

 

Considering firstly q’-p’ space, the critical state can be represented by a straight line for each b case. 

The slope of these lines decreases consistently with increasing b. This dependency on b relates to the 

dependency of ’cs on b and is in line with what would be expected from empirical three-dimensional 

failure criteria. Both the Ogawa and Lade criteria gave good fits to the data; in particular they 

captured the observed higher strength in extension than in compression.  

 

These failure criteria consider only the critical state stress and not the volumetric response and 

agreement between these criteria and DEM data for peak stresses (small strain) has previously been 

established. Perhaps the most significant finding of the current study is that the CSL in e-log(p’) space 

moves upwards as b increases. To examine the potential for correlations in our data, data for each b 

value were fitted by power-law regression separately. When the CSL is plotted in terms of e and 

(p’/pa)

 for each b-value individually, the intercepts with the e-axis of the resulting straight lines () 

increase almost linearly with b. The slopes of the lines () also show a slight sensitivity to b. This 

suggests constitutive models should include CSLs that vary with b. The final void ratio values reflect 

the fact that, as observed from the stress-strain data, while samples tended to be more contractive with 

increasing b at low strain levels, they became dilative at the critical state as b increased.  

 

The observed dependency of the CSL in e-log(p’) space on b is inconsistent with the recent study by 

Zhao and Guo [25] who suggested that the CSL in e-log(p’) space is unique. However, a careful 



examination of their data revealed a systematic variation of their e values at critical state (ecs) with b at 

a given p’. This earlier study used a higher inter-particle friction angle and lower contact siffnesses.  

 

At the particle scale, one notable finding was that the relationship between Z and p’ or Zm and p’ at 

critical state is unique regardless of b values, despite the differences in e along the CSL. In fact, it 

appears that for a given critical-state e, Z and Zm increase with increasing b, reflecting the fact that e 

depends on both Z and 𝑑  and 𝑑  varies with b. The principal fabric values can be taken as an 

indication of the intensity of contacts in a given direction and a clear dependency on b is shown. 

There is a correlation with strain; a decrease in contact clustering (decrease in principal fabric value) 

corresponds to an extensive response while an increase in contact clustering corresponds to a 

compressive response.  When b exceeds the plane strain condition, the clustering of contacts along the 

'1-'2 plane may explain the decrease in ’ with increasing b, as the buckling of this planar network 

of contacts is analogous to the bucking of a biaxially-loaded plate. 

 

At a given stress ratio, the dilatancy was observed to increase with b.  The deviator fabric at the 

critical state increased with b, and dilatancy increased with deviator fabric.  These dependencies of the 

volumetric response on b are closely related to the variation in ecs with b.  A detailed examination of 

the sample topologies revealed that there is a systematic variation in the length of branch vectors with 

b, with the longer branch vectors being orientated preferentially in the direction of the major principal 

stress.  This again is in agreement with the variation in ecs with b as '1='2 when b=1.0. 
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Figures 

 
Figure 1 Comparison between grading curves of numerical samples and the experimental grading 

  



  
(a) Stress ratio (b) Major principal stress 

 

 

(c) Intermediate principal stress  

Figure 2 Variation of stresses with b during “drained” shearing (’= 500 kPa, e0 = 0.646) 

 

  



  
(a) Intermediate principal strain (b) Minor principal strain 

 

 

  

(c) Volumetric strain (d) Stress-dilatancy relationship 

Figure 3 Variation of strains with b during “drained” shearing (’= 500 kPa, e0 = 0.646) 

  

Increasing b 

Increasing b 
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(a) orientation of the strain increment vector (b) angle of deviation between the direction of  

the strain increment vector and the direction of 

the stress vector 

Figure 4 Coaxiality under true triaxial loading conditions (’= 500 kPa, e0 = 0.646) 

 

  



 

  
(a) Deviatoric stress (b) stress path 

Figure 5 Comparison between the stress-strain behaviour under constant-volume triaxial compression 

and triaxial extension conditions (’ 5000 kPa, e0 = 0.625) 

  



 

  
(a) Stress ratio (b) Volumetric strain 

Figure 6 Comparison between the stress-strain behaviour under constant-p’ triaxial compression and 

triaxial extension conditions (’= 20 MPa, e0 = 0.594) 

  



  
(a)  Critical state loci in e-log(p’) space (b) Critical state loci in e-(p’/pa)


 space 

  
(c) Variation of the fitting parameters of the 

linear expression for the CSL with b 

(d) CSL in q-p’ space 

Figure 7 Critical state characteristics 

  



 

  
(a) Variation of peak angle of shearing resistance 

with b for ’ = 500 kPa, e0 = 0.646  

(b) Performance of different failure criteria at 

peak state 

  
(c) Variation of angle of shearing resistance at 

critical state 

(d) Performance of different failure criteria at 

critical state 

Figure 8 Evaluation of different failure criteria 

 

  



  
(a) Evolution of Z with axial strain for drained 

shearing (’= 500 kPa and e0 = 0.646) 

(b) Z and Zm against p’ at the critical state 

 

 

(c) Z and Zm against e at critical state  

Figure 9 Variation of Z and Zm with b 

 

  



 

  
(a) 1 (b) 2 

 

 

(c) 3  

Figure 10 Clustering of contacts along the principal stress directions (’= 500 kPa and e0 = 0.646) 

  



 

 

 

 

(a) Schematic of the equal-angle stereo projection (b) b = 0.0 

  
(c) b = 0.2 (d) b = 0.5 

  
(e) b = 0.8 (f) b = 1.0 

Figure 11 Contact density distributions at the critical state 
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Figure 12 – Biaxially loaded plate 

  



 

  

(a) Entire range of stresses considered (b) Small stress regime 

Figure 13 Correlation between the deviatoric fabric and mean effective stress at the critical state 

  



 
Figure 14 Correlation between the dilatancy and the deviatoric fabric 
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(a) x-y plane projection 

 
(b) x-z projection 

 
(c) y-z projection 

Figure 15 Rose diagram of the branch vector (’= 500 kPa, e0 = 0.646) 

 


